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2011 WL 11797630 (Or.Cir.) (Trial Motion, Memorandum and Affidavit)
Circuit Court of Oregon.

Multnomah County

Patricia N. GIBSON, in her capacity as successor Trustee to the Veryl G. Gibson Trust, Plaintiff,
v.

Sharon BANKOFIER, an individual, Duane Bankofier, an individual, Oregon Realty
Company, an Oregon Corporation, Chicago Title Insurance Company of Oregon, an

Oregon corporation and Equity Advantage, Inc., an Oregon corporation, Defendants.

No. 110201781.
July 29, 2011.

Defendants' Rule 21 Motions Against Plaintiff's First Amended Complaint

Lane Powell PC, Janet K. Larsen, OSB No. 950279, larsenj@lanepowel.com, Julie M. Engbloom, OSB No. 066988,
engbloomj@lanepowell.com, docketing-pdx @lanepowell.com, for defendants Sharon Bankofier and Duane Bankofier.

I. UTCR 5.050(1) STATEMENT

Pursuant to UTCR 5.050(1), Defendants Sharon Bankofier and Duane Bankofier (collectively, the “Bankofiers”), request oral
argument on their motions. The Bankofiers estimate 30 minutes will be required for oral argument. The Bankofiers request
official court reporting services.

II. CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE

Pursuant to UTCR 5.010, Bankofiers' counsel met via telephone conference with Plaintiff's counsel and made a good faith
effort to confer and resolve the matters set forth in the motions, but were unable to resolve the matters without filing these
motions (the “Motions”).

III. UTCR 5.020(2) COMPLIANCE

Pursuant to UTCR 5.020(2), a marked copy of the pleading moved against under ORCP 21D and 21E is attached to these
motions as Exhibit A.

IV. MOTIONS

The Bankofiers move against the First Amended Complaint (“FAC”) as follows:

1. Pursuant to ORCP 21A(8), the Bankofiers move the Court for an order dismissing Plaintiff's First Claim for Relief (Elder
Abuse) for failure to state ultimate facts sufficient to support a claim for relief.

2. In the alternative to Motion 1, pursuant to ORCP 21D, the Bankofiers move the Court for an order requiring Plaintiff to
make the allegations in support of her First Claim for Relief (Elder Abuse) more definite and certain, as the precise nature
of the claim is not apparent.
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3. Pursuant to ORCP 21A(8), the Bankofiers move the Court for an order dismissing Plaintiff's Second Claim for Relief (Good
Faith and Fair Dealing under ORS 696.805) for failure to state ultimate facts sufficient to support a claim for relief.

4. In the alternative to Motion 3, pursuant to ORCP 21D, the Bankofiers move the Court for an order requiring Plaintiff to make
the allegations in support of her Second Claim for Relief (Good Faith and Fair Dealing under ORS 696.805) more definite and
certain, as the precise nature of the claim is not apparent.

5. Pursuant to OCCP 21A(8), Ms. Bankofier moves the Court for an order dismissing Plaintiff's Third Claim for Relief (Breach
of Fiduciary Duty) for failure to state ultimate facts sufficient to support a claim for relief.

6. In the alternative to Motion 5, pursuant to ORCP 21D, Ms. Bankofier moves the Court for an order requiring Plaintiff to
make the allegations in support of Plaintiff's Third Claim for Relief (Breach of Fiduciary Duty) more definite and certain, as
the precise nature of the claim is not apparent.

7. Pursuant to ORCP 12A(8), the Bankofiers move the Court for an order dismissing Plaintiff's Fourth Claim for Relief
(Negligence) for failure to state ultimate facts sufficient to support a claim for relief.

8. In the alternative to Motion 7, pursuant to ORCP 21D, the Bankofiers move the Court for an order requiring Plaintiff to make
the allegations in support of Plaintiff's Fourth Claim for Relief (Negligence) more definite and certain, as the precise nature
of the claim is not apparent.

9. Pursuant to ORCP 12A(8), the Bankofiers move the Court for an order dismissing Plaintiff's Fifth Claim for Relief (Unlawful
Trade Practices Act) for failure to state ultimate facts sufficient to support a claim for relief.

10. In the alternative to Motion 9, pursuant to ORCP 21D, the Bankofiers move the Court for an order requiring Plaintiff to
make the allegations in support of Plaintiffs Fourth Claim for Relief (Unlawful Trade Practices Act) more definite and certain,
as the precise nature of the claim is not apparent.

11. Pursuant to ORCP 12A(8), the Bankofiers move the Court for an order dismissing Plaintiffs Sixth Claim for Relief (Common
Law Fraud) for failure to state ultimate facts sufficient to support a claim for relief.

12. In the alternative to Motion 11, pursuant to ORCP 21D, the Bankofiers move the Court for an order requiring Plaintiff to
make the allegations in support of Plaintiff's Sixth Claim for Relief (Common Law Fraud) more definite and certain, as the
precise nature of the claim is not apparent.

13. Pursuant to ORCP 12A(8), the Bankofiers move the Court for an order dismissing Plaintiffs Seventh Claim for Relief (Sale
of Unregistered Securities) for failure to state ultimate facts sufficient to support a claim for relief.

14. In the alternative to Motion 13, pursuant to ORCP 21D, the Bankofiers move the Court for an order requiring Plaintiff to
make the allegations in support of the Seventh Claim for Relief (Sale of Unregistered Securities) more definite and certain, as
the precise nature of the claim is not apparent.

15. Pursuant to ORCP 12A(8), the Bankofiers move the Court for an order dismissing Plaintiff's Eighth Claim for Relief
(Securities Fraud) for failure to state ultimate facts sufficient to support a claim for relief.

16. In the alternative to Motion 15, pursuant to ORCP 21D, the Bankofiers move the Court for an order requiring Plaintiff to
make the allegations in support of Plaintiff's Eighth Claim for Relief (Securities Fraud) more definite and certain, as the precise
nature of the claim is not apparent.
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17. Pursuant to ORCP 12A(8), the Bankofiers move the Court for an order dismissing Plaintiffs Ninth Claim for Relief (Sale
of Securities by Unlicensed Broker-Dealer) for failure to state ultimate facts sufficient to support a claim for relief.

18. In the alternative to Motion 17, pursuant to ORCP 21D, the Bankofiers move the Court for an order requiring Plaintiff to
make the allegations in support of the Ninth Claim for Relief (Sale of Securities by Unlicensed Broker-Dealer) more definite
and certain, as the precise nature of the claim is not apparent.

V. STATEMENT OF ALLEGATIONS

Patricia Gibson (“Plaintiff'), as successor Trustee to the Veryl G. Gibson Trust (the “Gibson Trust”), seeks to hold the Bankofiers
jointly and severally liable, for their actions in providing investment advice to Veryl Gibson (hereinafter referred to as “Mrs.
Gibson”). Asserting a number of theories, Plaintiff seeks to hold both Bankofiers liable for an amount of more than $4 million.
Plaintiff does so on the basis of conclusory allegations that the Bankofiers “wrongfully” convinced Mrs. Gibson to invest her
money in Tenants in Common (“TIC”) investments.

Specifically, Plaintiff alleges that Mrs. Bankofier was retained, through Oregon Realty, to represent Mrs. Gibson and the Gibson
Trust in the sale of real property owned by the Gibson Trust. (FAC at ¶ 9.) Plaintiff further alleges that during the negotiation of
the sale, both Bankofiers “convinced” Mrs. Gibson to invest sale proceeds of $1 million into four TIC investments. (Id. at ¶ 10.)
Plaintiff asserts, and bases most of her claims, on an alleged misrepresentation that the Bankofiers asserted that Mrs. Gibson
would not lose her investment and would enjoy annual returns of 7.5% to 15%. (Id.) Plaintiff also alleges that the Bankofiers
knew at least one of the TIC investments was involved in litigation at the time of the investment (id. at ¶ 13), and that the
Bankofiers had been given notice that Mrs. Gibson was experiencing dementia and memory loss. (Id. at 14.)

VI. POINTS AND AUTHORITIES

Under ORCP 18A, a plaintiff is required to state ultimate facts to support each element of her claims. See Moore v. Willis, 307
Or. 254, 257, 767 P.2d 62 (1988). This requires a “fairly specific description of facts....” Davis v. Tyee Indus., Inc., 295 Or.
467, 476, 668 P.2 1186 (1983) (quoting Comments to ORCP 18). Where a plaintiff fails to allege ultimate facts sufficient to
state a claim, the Court should grant a motion to dismiss. ORCP 21 A(8). In ruling on a motion to dismiss under ORCP 21A(8),
the Court need only accept the truth of all “well-pleaded” facts and the “reasonable inferences” to be drawn from those facts.
Swanson v. Warner, 125 Or. App. 524, 526, 865 P.2d 493 (1993). The “mere recitation of the elements of a particular claim for
relief, without more, is not a statement of the ultimate facts sufficient to constitute that claim for relief.” Huang v. Claussen, 147
Or. App. 330, 334, 936 P.2d 394 (1997), rev. den. 325 Or. 438, 939 P.2d 622 (1997). The Court should disregard speculative
allegations and conclusions of law. Heusser v. Jackson Cty Health Dep‘t, 92 Or. App. 156, 162, 757 P.2d 1363 (1988). Under
ORCP 21A(8), claims for relief that are not supported by the requisite ultimate facts are subject to dismissal.

Similarly, ORCP 21D provides that a court may require that pleadings be made more definite and certain “when the allegations
of a pleading are so indefinite and uncertain that the precise nature of the charge, defense, or reply is not apparent.”

A. Motion One: Plaintiff's Elder Abuse Claim Should Be Dismissed as a Matter of Law.

Under Oregon Revised Statutes § 124.110, a plaintiff may assert a claim for elder abuse under several theories. One of a number
of grounds for an elder abuse claim, requires a “wrongful taking” or appropriation of money or property from a vulnerable
person. ORS 124.110(1)(a). This cause of action requires “(1) a taking or appropriation (2) of money or property (3) that belongs
to an elderly or incapacitated person, and (4) the taking must be wrongful.” Church v. Woods, 190 Or. App. 112, 117, 77 P.3d
1150 (2003). A taking or appropriation is wrongful if done either with an improper motive or by improper means. Improper

means includes undue influence, misrepresentation, threats, intimidation, and violence. Id. at 118. 1
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Plaintiff cannot maintain her elder abuse claim. This theory requires Plaintiff to allege a “wrongful” “taking” of money or
property. Plaintiff has not done so against either Mrs. or Mr. Bankofier.

Hoffart v. Wiggins is instructive. In Hoffart, plaintiffs entrusted money with defendant in order to allow the defendant to
invest the money in various investment opportunities on plaintiffs' behalf. 226 Or. App. 545, 547, 204 P.3d 173 (2009). Later,
plaintiffs requested their money be returned, which defendant failed to do. Id. The trial court granted summary judgment on the
elder abuse claim after determining that such an arm's length transaction, that of investing money on behalf of another, was a
“legitimate transaction,” and therefore not a wrongful taking under the statute. Id. In other words, there was no “wrongful taking”
associated with the act of investing money on another person's behalf, even if that money was in the defendant's possession.

Id. The appellate court did not disturb this ruling. 2

Hoffart applies here. In fact, the relationship between Plaintiff (and by extension Mrs. Gibson and the Gibson Trust) and the
Bankofiers is even more attenuated than that found in Hoffart. Plaintiff did not entrust her money with the Bankofiers. Instead,
Plaintiff has alleged that the Bankofiers caused Mrs. Gibson to invest in four separate TIC investments. (FAC at ¶ 10.) Such a
“legitimate business transaction” cannot form the basis of an elder abuse claim based on a “wrongful taking.” Mrs. Gibson did
not make her money available to the Bankofiers. The Bankofiers did not “take” Mrs. Gibson's money, wrongfully or otherwise.
There are no allegations asserting that they did. According to the First Amended Complaint, Mrs. Gibson sought advice from the
Bankofiers and made an investment decision based on that advice. On these facts, there is no wrongful taking. Thus, Plaintiffs
allegations are insufficient to maintain a claim under the “wrongful taking” prong of the elder abuse statute and such claim
must be dismissed as a matter of law.

B. Motion Two: In the Alternative, the Allegations Supporting Plaintiff's Elder Abuse Claim Should Be Made More
Definite and Certain.

In the alternative to Motion One, the allegations in Plaintiff's First Claim for Relief should be made more definite and certain.
Plaintiff should make her allegations more definite and certain to clarify and set forth the specific, ultimate facts necessary to
correct the above-described deficiencies and establish each of the required elements of this claim.

C. Motion Three: Plaintiff's Claim for Breach of Good Faith and Fair Dealing, Brought Against Both Bankofiers,
Should be Dismissed.

Plaintiffs Second Claim for Relief purports to be a claim for breach of the statutory obligation of good faith and fair dealing
under ORS 696.805. (FAC ¶¶ 32-38.) ORS 696.805 is a statute that governs the duties of real estate licensees when representing
clients in a “real property transaction,” and then only when “acting as the seller's agent.” Terway v. Real Estate Agency, 223
Or. App. 501, 509-10, 196 P.3d 1022 (2008). The statute defines a “real property transaction” as one “regarding real property
in which an agent is employed by one or more of the principals to act in that transaction and includes, but is not limited to,
listing agreements, buyer's service agreements, exclusive representation contracts and offers to purchase.” ORS 696.800(11).
The statute does not imply “a duty to investigate matters that are outside the scope of the real estate licensee's expertise ***.”
ORS 696.806(6).

As an initial matter, the claim must be dismissed as to Mr. Bankofier because he is not a real estate licensee and Plaintiff does
not assert that he is. Moreover, the claim should be dismissed entirely because the factual allegations supporting the claim do
not arise out of the sale of real property. The facts supporting the claim, instead, arise out of an investment made with proceeds
from a real property transaction. (FAC ¶¶ 32-38.) Plaintiffs claims are based on the “reinvestment” of proceeds from the sale
of real property, but as is clear from the First Amended Complaint, the Bankofiers were not acting as the seller's agent in a real
property transaction with respect to the TIC investments. When Mrs. Gibson decide to invest (or “reinvest”) proceeds from the

sale of real property, she was no longer a seller of real property, she was an investor. 3  (Id. at ¶¶ 9-10, 34.) ORS 696.805 only
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governs buy/sell real estate transactions. The statute simply does not apply to the facts as alleged. As such, Plaintiffs second
claim for relief, as pleaded specifically pursuant to ORS 696.805, fails as a matter of law and should be dismissed.

D. Motion Four: In the Alternative, the Allegations Supporting Plaintiffs Good Faith and Fair Dealing Claim Should
Be Made More Definite and Certain.

In the alternative to Motion Three, the allegations in Plaintiff's Second Claim should be made more definite and certain to
clarify and set forth the ultimate facts necessary to correct the above-identified deficiencies.

E. Motion Five: Plaintiff Fails to State a Claim for Breach of the Fiduciary Duty of Care. 4

In Plaintiff's Third Claim for Relief, Plaintiff claims that Mrs. Bankofier breached the duties of loyalty, honesty, and care.
(FAC at ¶¶ 39-41.) But, Plaintiff does nothing more than recite those three duties and does not describe how they were
breached, the actions Mrs. Bankofier took in relation to those duties. For example, there are no allegations of self-dealing, or that
Mrs. Bankofier owed a special responsibility toward Plaintiff, or that Mrs. Bankofier was authorized to exercise independent
judgment on behalf of Mrs. Gibson and the Gibson Trust with respect to the TIC investments. See, e.g., Vanderselt v. Pope,
155 Or. App. 334, 343-45, 963 P.2d 130 (1998). Therefore, Plaintiff has failed to state a claim for breach of a fiduciary duty
and the claim must be dismissed.

F. Motion Six: In the Alternative, the Allegations Supporting Plaintiffs Fiduciary Duty Claim Should Be Made More
Definite and Certain.

In the alternative to Motion Five, the allegations in Plaintiffs Third Claim should be made more definite and certain to clarify
and set forth the ultimate facts necessary to correct the above-identified deficiencies and establish each of the required elements
of her negligence claim.

G. Motion Seven: Plaintiffs Negligence Claim, Based on a Real Estate Statute, Fails.

Plaintiff's Fourth Claim for Relief fails for the same reason Plaintiffs Second Claim fails. Plaintiff attempts to assert a negligence
claim under ORS 696.810. (FAC ¶ 43.) ORS 696.810 is a statute that governs the duties of real estate licensees when representing
clients in a “real property transaction,” and then when acting as the buyer's agent. See also, ORS 696.800(11).

As with Plaintiffs Second Claim for Relief, this claim must be dismissed as to Mr. Bankofier because he is not a real estate
licensee and there is no allegation asserting that he possesses such a license. Moreover, the claim should be dismissed entirely
because, as discussed above the factual allegations supporting the claim do not arise out of the sale of real property. Even more
so here, Plaintiff bases this claim on statutory duties that in enure to a buyer's agent. But, Mrs. Gibson and the Gibson Trust
were the sellers of real property, not the buyers. (FAC at ¶ 9.) The statute simply does not apply to the facts as alleged. As
such, Plaintiffs Fourth Claim for Relief, as pleaded specifically pursuant to ORS 696.810, fails as a matter of law and should
be dismissed.

H. Motion Eight: In the Alternative, the Allegations of Negligence Should Be Made More Definite and Certain.

In the alternative to Motion Seven, the allegations in Plaintiff's negligence claim should be made more definite and certain to
clarify and set forth the ultimate facts necessary to correct the above-identified deficiencies and establish each of the required
elements of her negligence claim.
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I. Motion Nine: Plaintiff's Fifth Cause of Action Should Be Dismissed.

Private parties may pursue a UTPA claim, pursuant to ORS 646.638(1). That statute provides in pertinent part:

[A]ny person who suffers any ascertainable loss of money or property, real or personal as a result of willful
use or employment by another person of a method, act, or practice declared unlawful by ORS 646.608
***may bring an individual action in an appropriate court to recover actual damages or $200, whichever
is greater. ***

Thus, to state a claim under ORS 646.638, a private party must show (1) an ascertainable loss of money or property, real or
personal, (2) as a result of (3) willful use or employment by another person (4) of a method, act or practice declared unlawful
by ORS 646.608; see also, Feitler v. Animation Celection, Inc., 170 Or. App. 702, 708, 13 P.3d 1044 (2000).

Plaintiff has failed to allege or specify which of the 40 plus different ORS 646.608 unlawful trade practices she believes was
violated. As far as the Bankofiers can determine, Plaintiff believes the Bankofiers violated the UTPA by failing to disclose the
“true nature” of the TIC investments at issue. Even so, investments such as the TICs at issue here are not within the UTPA's
definition of “real estate, goods or services” and therefore the transaction complained of is outside the scope of the Act. See
Roach v. Mead, 301 Or. 383, 391-92, 722 P.2d 1229 (1986) (upholding the Court of Appeals decision that the UTPA did not
apply because “the legal services plaintiff received concerned the investment of money and were not manifestly for personal
use.”); see also, Haeger v. Johnson, 25 Or. App. 131, 135, 548 P.2d 532, 535 (1976) (holding that money transactions are not
within the UTPA's definition of “real estate, goods or services”); accord Lamm v. Amfac Mtge Corp., 44 Or. App. 203, 205,
605 P.2d 730, 731 (1980) (holding that loans or money are not within the scope of the UTPA).

Second, the UTPA applies only to real estate, goods, or services obtained primarily for personal, family, or household purposes.
See ORS 646.605(6); Searle v. Exley Express, Inc., 278 Or. 535, 538-40, 564 P.2d 1054 (1977) (where a truck at issue was
purchased for use in a business and was, in fact, used for commercial purposes, UTPA did not apply); Fowler v. Cooley, 239
Or. App. 338, 345, 245 P.3d 155 (2010) (if plaintiff failed to present any evidence that, at the time of purchase he, in fact,
bought the house for personal use, then the transaction is not within the scope of the UTPA) (emphasis in original). The TIC
investments at issue here were merely that, investments and not used as primary residences, or used for family or household
purposes. Thus, the TIC investments do not come within the scope of the UTPA.

Third, Plaintiff's UTPA claim is based on alleged misrepresentations (FAC at ¶49), but Plaintiff offers no particularity as
to what the representations were, or when and where they were made. Rather than identify, with particularity, the alleged
misrepresentations, Plaintiff offers very general descriptions. (Id. at ¶ 49.) Nowhere does Plaintiff identify what was actually
said or by whom. Plaintiff also fails to specifically identify which of the three defendants subject to this claim (Mr. Bankofier,
Ms. Bankofier, or Oregon Realty) allegedly made the misrepresentations, as she must. See Rolex Employees Retirement Trust v.
Mentor Graphics Corp., 749 F. Supp. 1042, 1047 (D. Or. 1990) (extra care must be taken in pleading fraud-based claims against
multiple defendants); Riley v. Brazeau, 612 F. Supp. 674, 677 (D. Or. 1985) (in cases of more than one defendant, plaintiff must
specify the role of each defendant). Instead, in the Fifth Claim (and throughout the entire First Amended Complaint), Plaintiff
lumps together various the Defendants, making no distinctions between their respective roles in the alleged violations. The
failure to specify which of the defendants made the alleged misrepresentations at issue warrants dismissal of the UTPA claim.

Finally, Plaintiff must allege that the unlawful conduct was “willful.” ORS 646.638(1). A “willful violation” occurs “when
the [defendant] ***knew or should have known that the conduct ***was a violation.” ORS 646.605(10). Plaintiff has failed to
allege the Bankofiers willfully violated the UTPA. Indeed, Plaintiff cannot allege that the Bankofiers possessed any knowledge
regarding the TIC investment that was not shared with Mrs. Gibson.

The UTPA simply does not provide Plaintiff any avenue for relief.
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J. Motion Ten: In the Alternative, the Allegations of UTPA Violations Should Be Made More Definite and Certain.

In the alternative to Motion Nine, the allegations in Plaintiffs UTPA claim should be made more definite and certain to clarify
and set forth the ultimate facts necessary to correct the above-identified deficiencies and establish each of the required elements
of her UTPA claim.

K. Motion Eleven: Plaintiffs Fraud Claim Should Be Dismissed.

To state a claim for common law fraud, Plaintiff must allege and prove each of the following elements: (1) a representation;
(2) its falsity; (3) its materiality; (4) the speaker's knowledge of its falsity or ignorance of its truth; (5) the speaker's intent that
it should be acted on by the person and in the manner reasonably contemplated; (6) the hearer's ignorance of its truth; (7) the
hearer's reliance on its truth; (8) the hearer's right to rely thereon; and (9) the hearer's consequent and proximate injury. Merten
v. Portland Gen. Elec. Co., 234 Or. App. 407, 416, 228 P.3d 623 (2010). In Oregon, it is long settled that “the facts upon which
fraud is predicated must be specifically pleaded. A more general averment of fraud is nothing but the averment of a conclusion,
and will not suffice.” Ingram v. Carlton Lumber Co., 77 Or. 633, 637, 152 P. 256 1915).

Plaintiffs fraud claim against the Bankofiers is insufficient, as a matter of law, because she has failed to specifically allege
ultimate facts with respect to a number of these necessary elements, including, but not limited to: (1) the falsity of any actionable
misstatements; (3) the knowledge of such falsity or ignorance thereof; (4) justifiable reliance on any such misstatements; and
(5) intent to defraud. The FAC does identify the alleged misstatement, that the TIC investment at issue would produce monthly

income sufficient to cover Plaintiffs monthly expenses. (FAC at ¶ 52). 5  There are, however, no facts that establish when any
such misstatements were made or whether or why any such misstatement was false at the time it was made. Plaintiff also fails,
as she has in her UTPA claim (and in her securities fraud claim), to allege which individual defendant made which material
omission. See, Rolex, 749 F. Supp. at 1047. Rather, only conclusory statements and generalities are asserted.

Likewise, Plaintiff alleges no facts suggesting that, at the time the alleged misstatement was made, either Mrs. Bankofier or
Mr. Bankofier knew or were ignorant of the falsity of the statement. Plaintiff alleges generally, without any specificity, that
Bankofiers represented that the investment's return would cover Plaintiff's monthly expenses. (FAC at ¶ 52.) A single, generic
allegation of misstatement. Yet, no facts are alleged as to how or why the Bankofiers knew or must have known that this alleged
misrepresentation was false at the time it was allegedly made, (a time that is otherwise not identified).

In addition, Plaintiff offers no specific factual allegations as to Mrs. Gibson's reliance on any such misstatement, stating merely
that Mrs. Gibson relied and had the right to rely. (FAC at ¶ 54.) A mere recitation of the elements of a fraud claim, without factual
support, is nothing more than a conclusory allegation of the type that cannot lie under Oregon law. See, Ingram, 77 Or. at 637.

Finally, Plaintiff alleges no specific facts that would establish an actual intent to defraud, either on the part of Mrs. Bankofier
or Mr. Bankofier, at the time any such misrepresentation was made. See, e.g., Merten, 234 Or. App. at 416-17 (“The intent to
mislead element [of a fraud claim] requires the plaintiff to show that the defendant intended that the plaintiff act in reliance on
the defendant's misrepresentation.”)(emphasis added).

For all of these reasons, Plaintiff has failed to allege ultimate facts necessary to support each element of her claim for common
law fraud, and thus, her Sixth Claim for Relief should be dismissed.

L. Motion Twelve: In the Alternative, the Allegations of Fraud Should Be Made More Definite and Certain.
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In the alternative to Motion Eleven, the allegations in Plaintiff's Sixth Claim for Relief should be made more definite and certain.
Plaintiff should make her allegations more definite and certain to clarify and set forth the specific, ultimate facts necessary to
correct the above-described deficiencies and establish each of the required elements of her fraud claim.

M. Motion Thirteen: Plaintiff's Sale of an Unregistered Security Claim Must Be Dismissed.

In support of Plaintiff's Seventh Claim, for sale of an unregistered security, plaintiff alleges that the Bankofiers participated and
materially aided in the sale of an unregistered. It is unlawful to offer or sell an unregistered security under Oregon law. ORS

59.055. 6  Plaintiff does not allege, in association with her Seventh Claim, that the Bankofiers offered or sold a security. Plaintiff
alleges that “plaintiff was sold unregistered securities,” but does not allege who sold the securities to plaintiff. (FAC at ¶ 59.)

Moreover, Plaintiff asserts that TICs are securities under the statutory definition of “security” under ORS 59.015(19)(a). That
definition includes a list of investment vehicles considered securities under Oregon law but the list does not include TICs. If
these particular TICs are, indeed securities, Plaintiff must allege (and ultimately prove) facts that bring TICs within the definition
of security as an investment contract. See, Pratt v. Kross, 276 Or. 483, 555 P.2d 765 (1976). Plaintiff has failed to allege facts
showing that TICs are securities under the Oregon Securities Law, and thus, all of her securities claims fail as a matter of law.

Ultimately, Plaintiff claims, under her Seventh Claim for Relief, that the Bankofiers are liable under ORS 59.115 for
participating or materially aiding in the sale of an unregistered security. (Id.) This is merely a restatement of plaintiff's Eighth
Claim for Relief, but does not allege a separate basis for liability under ORS 59.055 as against the Bankofiers. Plaintiff does
not allege that the Bankofiers offered or sold an unregistered security, only that they participated in the sale. Thus, Plaintiffs
Seventh Claim fails and must be dismissed.

N. Motion Fourteen: In the Alternative, the Allegations Related to Plaintiff's Seventh Claim for Relief Should Be
Made More Definite and Certain.

In the alternative to Motion Thirteen, the allegations in Plaintiff's Seventh Claim for Relief should be made more definite
and certain. Plaintiff should make her allegations more definite and certain to clarify and set forth the specific, ultimate facts
necessary to correct the above-described deficiencies and establish each of the required elements of this claim.

O. Motion Fifteen: Plaintiff's Securities Fraud Claim Should Be Dismissed.

Plaintiff's securities fraud claim against the Bankofiers is based on participation or material aid liability. As an initial matter,
Plaintiff must establish all the elements of a primary violation of securities fraud in order to prevail on its participate or materially

aid claim against the Bankofiers. 7  Oregon law provides for primary liability for any person who sells or successfully solicits

the sale of a security 8  (1) with a device, scheme, or artifice to defraud; (2) by means of an untrue statement of material fact
or an omission to state a material fact necessary in order to make the statements made, in the light of the circumstances under
which they are made, not misleading; or (3) with any act, practice or course of business which operates or would operate as
a fraud or deceit upon any person. ORS 59.115(1)(b) (incorporating ORS59.135(1) and (3)). Repeatedly, plaintiff passively
asserts that “plaintiff was sold securities” without alleging who sold the securities or much of anything about that transaction,
except to call it a “reinvestment.” (See, FAC at ¶¶59, 62, 67.) Thus, Plaintiff has not pleaded a primary violation of securities
fraud, and for that reason alone, the eighth claim must be dismissed.

Participation liability, under ORS 59.115(3), may be had where as to any “person who participates or materially aids in the
sale” of securities by means of an untrue statement of a material fact or an omission to state a material fact necessary in order to
make the statements made, in light of the circumstances under which they are made, not misleading. Plaintiffs repeatedly allege
that the Bankofiers “participated in or aided and abetted” the sale of the securities, (FAC at ¶¶ 59, 62, and 67.), implicating
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ORS 59.115(3). Plaintiff alleges one conclusory allegation in support of this claim. Plaintiff alleges that defendants failed to
inform Plaintiff of the risk factors associated with the TICs or adequately informed about how the TICs would “supposedly
return principal yield profits.” (Id. at ¶ 62.) This conclusory allegation of an omission, which contains no specifics about which
particular defendant failed to make this allegedly material omission, is insufficient to state a claim even under a fraud-related
pleading standard, as required under Ingram, 77 Or. at 637.

The Oregon case law discussing what may constitute “participation” or “material aid” is consistent with the common-sense
understanding that more is required than plaintiff has alleged. For example, in Day v. Saunders, 270 Or. 432, 437, 442, 528
P.2d 513 (1974), the court found that defendants participated in the sale of securities by engaging in a series of meetings an
conferences with the plaintiff to discuss his potential investment and then entered into a written agreement with plaintiff to
issue him 25,000 shares in exchange for $25,000. In Prince v. Brydon, 307 Or. 146, 148-49, 764 P.2d 1370 (1988), the court
explained that “[w]hether one's assistance in the same is ‘material’ ***depends on the importance of one's personal contribution
to the transaction;” the court found that an attorney who had drafted the offering documents and gave a tax opinion on the
transaction met this threshold. In Ainslie v. Spolyar, 144 Or. App. 134, 144-45, 926 P.2d 822 (1996), an attorney was found to
have “materially aided” in the securities sales by becoming “deeply involved” in the misuse of early investor funds to prevent
a foreclosure “that would at the least have seriously impeded the offering” and continuing to provide legal services to the
issuer thereafter. In Metal Tech Corp. v. Metal Teckniques Co., Inc., 74 Or. App. 297, 308-09, 703 P.2d 237 (1985), the court
explained that acting only as a “scrivener” was insufficient to constitute “material aid;” it stated that something more than the
mere preparation and execution of documents is required to find liability for “participating” or “materially aided” under the
statute' (quoting Fakhrdai v. Mason, 72 Or. App. 681, 684, 696 P.2d 1164, rev. den., 299 Or. 314 (1985)). Each of these cases
implicate a level of involvement far beyond the underlying facts alleged here.

Here, Plaintiff alleges, in conclusory fashion, that during the negotiations of the real estate transaction, the Bankofiers
“convinced” Plaintiff to invest in TICs. (FAC at ¶ 10.) In addition, the Bankofiers are alleged to have selected a title company to
close the transaction and another entity to “facilitate” the TIC exchange. (Id. at ¶ 12.) This does not exhibit “deep involvement”
as is required by Ainsle. There are no allegations of a written agreement or the issuance of shares, let alone repeated and
numerous meetings and conferences, as found in Day. Quite simply, Plaintiff's pleading that the Bankofiers “participated”
or “materially aided” in the securities transactions based on these thin and conclosuroy allegations do not support a claim of
secondary liability under the Oregon Securities Law.

P. Motion Sixteen: In the Alternative, Plaintiff's Eighth Claim Should Be Made More Definite and Certain.

Plaintiff has failed to allege ultimate facts supporting her Eighth Claim for Relief. Such a claim requires, inter alia, proof that a
sale or solicitation of a sale of securities was accomplished by “means of an untrue statement of material fact or an omission to
state a material fact necessary in order to make the statements made, in-light of the circumstances under which they are made, not
misleading ....” ORS § 59.115. Plaintiff should be required to make its securities claim more definite and certain because, among
other things, plaintiff alleges, in conclusory fashion, that the Bankofiers made omissions and fail to allege which defendant
failed to make any material statement. The vague and non-specific allegations fail to meet the burden ORCP 21 requires.

Q. Motion Seventeen: Plaintiff's Unlicensed Broker-Dealer or Salesperson Claim Must Be Dismissed.

,for Relief fail as a matter of law. Plaintiff alleges that “plaintiff was sold securities by a person(s) without a license.” (FAC at ¶
67.) Plaintiff does not allege that the Bankofiers sold securities to Plaintiff (and does not sufficiently allege facts to support the
proposition that these TICs are securities), and only alleges that the Bankofiers are liable for participation under ORS 59.115.
(Id.) Moreover, Plaintiff has not alleged facts, other than saying so, that support the allegation that the Bankofiers were “not
licensed broker-dealers, investment advisors or salespeople” (id. at ¶ 66), as those terms are defined under the Oregon Securities
Law. See, ORS 59.015(1), (8), and (18). This claim is merely a restatement of Plaintiffs Eighth Claim for Relief, but it does
not create an independent basis for liability as against the Bankofiers and must be dismissed.
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R. Motion Eighteen: In the Alternative, the Allegations Related to Plaintiff's Ninth Claim for Relief Should Be Made
More Definite and Certain.

In the alternative to Motion Seventeen, the allegations in Plaintiffs Ninth Claim for Relief should be made more definite and
certain. Plaintiff should make her allegations more definite and certain to clarify and set forth the specific, ultimate facts
necessary to correct the above-described deficiencies and establish each of the required elements of this claim.

VII. CONCLUSION

Based on the arguments set forth above, Defendants Mrs. Bankofier and Mr. Bankofier request that the Court issue an order
dismissing Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint with prejudice and without opportunity to amend because Plaintiff fails to allege
facts sufficient to state any viable claim for relief.

DATED: July 29, 2011

LANE POWELL PC

By

Janet K. Larsen, OSB No. 950279

larsenj@lanepowell.com

Julie M. Engbloom, OSB No. 066988

engbloomj@lanepowell.com

docketing-pdx@lanepowell.com

Attorneys for Defendants Sharon Bankofier and Duane Bankofier

Footnotes
1 Additional grounds supporting an elder abuse claim may be based on retaining monies belonging to a vulnerable person and failing

to return those monies upon request (ORS 124.110(1)(b)), violating a restraining order related to a sweepstakes (ORS 124.110(1)

(c)) or based on Medicaid fraud (ORS 124.110(2)). None of these other grounds are implicated by the facts alleged in Plaintiff's

First Amended Complaint.

2 The court of appeals did overturn the trial court, albeit by finding that plaintiffs could maintain their elder abuse claim based on

the failure to return the money in defendant's possession. But, again, there are no allegations here that implicate such a basis for the

elder abuse claim against the Bankofiers.

3 While Plaintiffs allegations are nondescript regarding the timing events described in the First Amended Complaint, the facts will

ultimately show that the TIC investments took place several months after the sale of real property.

4 Plaintiffs Third Claim for Relief, breach of fiduciary duty, is alleged against Mrs. Bankofier, but not against Mr. Bankofier.

5 Plaintiffs fraud claim contains no allegations that the Bankofiers committed fraud based on an omission.

6 There are exceptions, including whether the security is exempt from registration, which exemptions may apply here. ORS 59.055(2-3).

7 Although inartfully pleaded, it is possible plaintiff asserts a primary securities violation against the Bankofiers under paragraph 63

of the Complaint, but the allegations forming the basis of the securities fraud claim are woefully insufficient to maintain a primary

violation on the part of any party or non-party.
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8 As discussed in relation to Plaintiffs Seventh Claim for Relief, Plaintiff has not adequately pleaded facts showing that the TICs at

issue here are, in fact, securities under Oregon law.
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